NATIONAL HIV/AIDS STRATEGY IMPERATIVE: FIGHTING STIGMA AND
DISCRIMINATION BY REPEALING HIV-SPECIFIC CRIMINAL STATUTES

The National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors (NASTAD), the
organization which represents the public health officials that administer state and
territorial HIV/AIDS and adult viral hepatitis prevention and care programs
nationwide is gravely concerned about the corrosive impact of sustained stigma and
discrimination on state, federal and local efforts to combat HIV/AIDS in the United
States. The National HIV/AIDS Strategy (NHAS) provides an unprecedented strategic
blueprint for reducing HIV/AIDS incidence through the scale-up of interdisciplinary,
impactful prevention approaches. NASTAD acknowledges that the NHAS is not a
magic bullet; however, the NHAS’ central vision of the U.S. becoming “a place where
new HIV infections are rare” cannot be realized until the nation aggressively responds
to the core of the matter: pervasive and unmitigated stigma and discrimination against
people living HIV/AIDS that diminishes our best efforts to combat one of the greatest
public health challenges of our time.
As a member of the Positive Justice Project, a coordinated national effort to address
“HIV criminalization” statutes – laws that create HIV-specific crimes or which increase
penalties for persons who are HIV positive and convicted of criminal offenses –
NASTAD supports efforts to examine and support level-headed, proven public health
approaches that end punitive laws that single out HIV over other STDs and that impose
penalties for alleged nondisclosure, exposure and transmission that are severely
disproportionate to any actual resulting harm. Steps identified to reach this goal in the
Federal Implementation Plan include step 3.3, Promote public health approaches to
HIV prevention and care which states that “state legislatures should consider reviewing
HIV-specific criminal statutes to ensure that they are consistent with current knowledge
of HIV transmission and support public health approaches to screening for, preventing
and treating HIV.” In addition, step 3.4, Strengthen enforcement of civil rights laws
requires an examination and report by the Department of Justice on HIV-specific
sentencing laws and implications for people living with HIV.
HIV criminalization has often resulted in egregious human rights violations, including
harsh sentencing for behaviors that pose little to no risk of HIV transmission. Thirtyfour states (34) and two (2) U.S. territories explicitly criminalize HIV exposure through
sex, shared needles or, in some states, exposure to “bodily fluids” that can include
saliva. Examples include:






A man with HIV in Arkansas was sentenced to 12 years (and must register as a
sex offender after release) when he failed to disclose his status with his girlfriend
and another woman – both women tested negative;
A man with HIV in Iowa, who had an undetectable viral load, was sentenced to
25 years after a one-time sexual encounter during which he used a condom;
A woman with HIV in Georgia, who was sentenced to eight years imprisonment
for failing to disclose her viral status, despite it having been published on the
front page of the local newspaper and two witnesses who testified her sexual
partner was aware of her HIV positive status.

In none of the cases cited was HIV transmitted. In fact, most prosecutions are not for
transmission, but for the failure to disclose one’s HIV status prior to intimate contact,
which in most cases comes down to competing stories about verbal consent that are
nearly impossible to prove.
HIV criminalization undercuts our most basic HIV prevention and sexual health
messages, and breeds ignorance, fear and discrimination against people living with
HIV. NASTAD members commit to examining existing public health policies related to
HIV criminalization that may exacerbate stigma and discrimination and lessen the
likelihood that individuals will learn their HIV status. NASTAD members will also
continue to emphasize the importance of providing comprehensive prevention and care
services for HIV positive individuals to help reduce the risk of transmission to others.
In conjunction with new and existing partners, our members also pledge to:






Support the maintenance of confidentiality of HIV test and medical records in
order to encourage and support individuals to be tested, learn their status and
enter services if positive;
Identify and share best practices related to successes in repeal of policies and/or
laws and statutes in jurisdictions that are not grounded in public health science;
Promote public education and understanding of the stigmatizing impact and
negative public health consequences of criminalization statutes and prosecutions;
Provide unequivocal public health leadership on the relative risks of
transmission and the dangers of a punitive response to HIV exposure on the
epidemic.

NASTAD will continue to advocate at the national level to raise awareness of this
urgent issue. Realizing the vision of the NHAS is predicated on a strong foundation of
public health science and practice void of stigma and discrimination. Instead of
applying criminal law to HIV transmission, state and local governments should expand
programs to reduce HIV transmission while protecting the human rights of people
living with HIV.
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